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While autumn can mean a slowdown in sales, 

it’s the perfect time to take stock of the 

season just finished and start planning for 

the season to come. What’s in store for you?

The cooler weather is the perfect time to focus 

on staying warm - so we decided to focus on 

pool heating for our Industry Roundtable. We 

spoke to several players in the pool heating 

space and asked them for their perspectives 

on pool heating, be it solar, gas or electric.

Our last Industry Roundtable on internet pricing 

pressures prompted quite a few responses - it 

seems that people hold very strong opinions 

about internet sales! In light of this, we’ve 

carried on the discussion in this issue. Max 

Williams outlines why bricks-and-mortar stores 

need to seriously consider online selling to 

complement their retail businesses, and Cliff 

Cooke shares his experiences of opening an 

online store. We hope you’ll find some value 

in their articles.

We’d love to hear from other retailers who’ve 

made the leap to online sales - and also those 

who’ve considered it and decided against it. 

What made you decide to take the plunge - 

or not? Please feel free to share your story 

with us. Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

Shortly after you take delivery of this maga-

zine, I’ll be taking delivery of something rather 

special myself. I’ll be away on maternity leave 

for six months, but will be back on the job 

in January 2016.

In the meantime, the very talented and capable 

Dannielle Furness will be taking care of this 

baby (Pool+Spa) for me. You can contact 

her via dfurness@westwick-farrow.com.au, 

but my emails will also be redirected to her. 

As always, Ivan Cunningham (icunningham@

westwick-farrow.com.au) is on the case if you 

need advice or information.

I wish you all the best for the latter half of 

2015 and look forward to seeing you in 2016!

Kind regards,

Alice Richard

Editor

arichard@westwick-

farrow.com.au
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Heating a pool isn’t quite as simple as installing a heating system 
and waiting for the water to warm up. There’s much more to it than 
meets the eye. Factors like climate, aspect and infrastructure all 
need to be taken into account - not to mention the client’s needs. 
Given how complex pool heating can be, education for the industry is 
vital. And an educated industry is one that can meet its customers’ 
needs effectively and continue to grow.

HANDLING 
THE HEAT
ENSURING POOL HEATING MEETS 
YOUR CLIENTS’ NEEDS
Alice Richard

I N D U S T R Y  R O U N D TA B L E
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D
espite being in competi-
tion with one another, 
our Industry Roundtable 
participants all agreed on 
several points: the need 

for pool heating education - both for 
trade and consumers alike, the need 
for transparency within the industry and 
the importance of getting pool heating 
installations right for the client.

Education is key
While the general public needs to be 
educated about pool heating options, 
the most effective way to do this is by 
educating the pool industry - particularly 
builders - says Merv Smith, NSW state 
manager of Sunbather.

“The cost at a direct level - at a 
retail level - for companies like us to 
educate the general public is huge. It’s 
more focused if it’s done through the 
trade. If everybody’s speaking the same 
or similar language through the trade, 
it also increases the benefits [to the 
industry],” said Smith.

Solar
Roundtable participants involved in solar 
say they’ve encountered situations where 
pool builders will try to get away with 
installing solar that gives as little as 60% 
pool coverage to try to save themselves 
some money. This is particularly preva-
lent in new builds where solar heating 
is sold as part of the overall package. 
Considering that a minimum coverage 
of 80% is recommended for effective 
heating, lower coverage rates like this 
give the industry a bad name.

“As soon as you start discounting 
the amount you put on the roof, you’re 
going to increase your running costs 
because your pump’s going to have 
to run longer to get [the water] to the 

desired temperature,” said Leisure Coast 
& Double Bay Solar’s Michael Mansfield.

“So it then comes back to quality edu-
cation for builders who are going out there 
and upselling for the cheapest cost to them 
at the highest upsell for them. We need to 
be able to educate and re-educate a lot 
of the builders - not all of them, but a lot 
of them - to understand exactly what they 
need for their heating purposes for their 
client,” said Smith.

“If they’re properly educated, then the 
end user who’s buying all of those sys-
tems - the pool, the fences, the heating, 
everything - through the pool builders will 
have a better understanding. It’s okay if 
we’re out there on our own and we’re doing 
a retail quote or we’ve had a referral or 
something like that. That’s fine; we’ve got 
the education covered. It’s a one-on-one 
education, basically, that whole process.”

“A lot of successful pool companies out 
there have won pool builds by upselling and 
being the cheapest. There’s a lot of them 
out there. Does that necessarily affect the 
heating? Yeah, it does. The first thing to 
go is the amount of square meterage of 
the solar system that goes on the roof. 
[The pool builders] are just trying to save 
a few hundred dollars,” said Mark Lewis 
from Supreme Heating.

“It’s the last thing to get on; I think 
it’s the first thing to get off - it’s the first 
thing to get scrapped. And it comes back 
to education. If I got a trade job to go 
and put 20 m2 on a 10 x 4 m pool, I’ll 
be the first one that gets the call back 
[from the client]: ‘Why’s my pool heating 
not working?’”

A lack of understanding about the re-
quirements needed for solar pool heating 
infrastructure can also be an issue.

“There’s people out there that don’t 
even get out on roofs and measure stuff. 

They just do a lot of guesswork. They 
just have a look and go, ‘Yeah, that’s 
about it. I can install about 40 m2 on 
there. It’s about 37° steep; my installers 
won’t mind that,’” said Lewis.

“Saying that, I go to people who’ve 
been quoted to put solar on their pool, 
and they say, ‘No worries - there’s plenty 
of space on the roof’ and you get up 
there and it’s all skylights and glass 
panelling. They didn’t bother to go [and 
look]. Where do you put the solar? So 
then we have to [install] a heat pump,” 
said Mansfield.

Gas
Solar isn’t the only type of heating that 
suffers when builders don’t know their 
stuff. “There’s lack of knowledge when 
it comes to gas heating; so therefore, 
to avoid any embarrassment on their 
behalf, they just go for the largest size. 
But that can be a big negative for any-
one that wants to put in a gas heater,” 
said Matt Adlam, general manager of 
AstralPool Australia.

“[A larger heater] needs more room, 
which is a restriction with smaller house 
lots these days, and also larger gas 
lines, which would increase the cost of 
the initial installation. And there’s also 
some other potential downfalls as well. 
If you heat up the water too fast, it can 
cause issues with expansion.”

Too green for their own good?
One problem encountered by a number 
of solar installers is existing solar pho-
tovoltaic (PV) systems. As consumers 
become more environmentally aware, 
many are installing PV systems on their 
roofs to harness the sun’s energy. This 
is great for the environment, but can 
present some problems when the client 
puts in a pool and wants to heat it.

Merv Smith,  
NSW State Manager,  
Sunbather

OUR PANEL

Mark Lewis,  
NSW State Manager,  
Supreme Heating

Matt Adlam,  
General Manager,  
AstralPool Australia

Michael Mansfield,  
Owner, Leisure Coast &  
DoubleBay Solar
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I N D U S T R Y  R O U N D TA B L E

ONE OF THE KEYS TO OUR INDUSTRY IS GETTING PEOPLE 
TO USE THEIR POOLS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, BECAUSE 
IF THEY USE IT THEN THEY’RE HAPPY WITH IT AND 
EVERYTHING GOES FORWARD FROM THERE.

R O U N DTA B L E

Naturally, this kind of customer would 
prefer to use solar heating, but with the 
solar PV system already taking up the prime 
solar real estate on the north-facing part of 
the roof, where’s the space for the solar 
pool heating system?

“You’ve got your solar electricity compa-
nies out there taking up your [north-facing] 
roofs, and so then your north-west and your 
western roofs have all just disappeared and 
you’re really limited with your choices. So 
heat pump sales had to increase because 
solar sales decreased as a result,” said 
Lewis.

“If you go to any of the new suburbs [in 
Sydney], you’ll see that a lot of the houses 
already have solar PV as part of their home 
building models. So secondary to that is 
when the pool comes in, and a long way 
behind that is when the heating application 
starts. So sometimes you’re left with little 
choice [of heating system]. And then the 
application itself depends on whether the 
suburb itself has appropriate gas lines or 
whether they use the extra solar they’re 
generating on their [solar PV system].”

Our Roundtable participants involved 
with solar say that some pool builders will 
see a solar PV system on a client’s roof 
and immediately recommend a heat pump. 
Again, industry education is important here.

According to Smith, the PV system will 
likely only just cover the energy required 
to heat the pool, meaning the client shells 
out for not just a solar PV system but also 
a heat pump. “It’s a bloody expensive way 
to heat the pool,” he said.

Adlam took a slightly different view of 
the situation.

“They’ve already got the PV system up 
there, it’s really about adapting a heating 
system that suits them. It comes back 
to the application. If you add it together, 
yes, it seems expensive, but if it’s already 
[installed] and it’s occupying the better part 
of the roof space, then I would suggest 
it’s probably not a bad option,” he said.

“If you can’t get 100% up there, you 
can’t get 100% up there. It’s a purely 

logical way to look at it. If they’ve got a 
PV system that’s up there and it’s already 
existing and working for their house, and 
it’s covering their electricity bills and they 
don’t get many bills because they’ve got 
a proper PV system on their roof, then 
it makes sense to go down that track of 
looking at a heat pump.”

Transparency
Despite their different backgrounds and 
differences in opinion, our Roundtable 
participants were united on one thing in 
particular: ensuring that consumers aren’t 
misled about the true costs of pool heat-
ing is vital to the success of the industry.

Some pool heating companies are guilty 
of advertising virtually impossible-to-achieve 
heating costs (in the area of $2.60 a 
day for electric or gas heating), offset by 
disclaimers in the tiniest of fine print. If a 
consumer is expecting, based on advertised 
prices, to pay $2.60 a day for pool heating 
but then receives an electricity or gas bill 
in the thousands of dollars, this reflects 
poorly on the entire pool industry.

“[They’ll say] ‘I’m not going to do that 
again.’ It leaves a dirty taste in their mouths 
about heating, about the pool industry. 
We’re all better off [if everyone’s honest],” 
said Smith.

“It’s understanding what your customer 
wants and telling them the truth. I think 
that’s the biggest issue we have in all 
heating - it’s that the customers are being 
given propaganda that is incorrect. We have 
to say, ‘This is the correct [information]; 
this is what you should be believing,’” 
said Mansfield.

The right product for the right 
application 
Just having a heating system isn’t enough: it 
needs to be the right system for the climate, 
for the location and, most importantly, for 
the customer’s needs. Getting this right 
means happy customers - and happy 
customers are good for the pool and spa 
industry as a whole.

“I think the most important thing for 
our industry’s reputation is to get the 
heating system right for the consumer, 
because they’re the best advocate [for 
pools]. They’re the ones who are going to 
say [to their friends], ‘Get a pool instead 
of a caravan; get a pool instead of paying 
for a holiday,’” said Adlam.

“[If people are buying pools] there’s 
enough business for all of us. It’s really 
important to get the facts right.”

Without builder education and industry 
transparency, the industry will lack cred-
ibility and consumers will be less inclined 
to spend money on a pool. Every sector 
of the pool and spa industry has a re-
sponsibility to ensure its credibility, and 
for every rogue operator, the industry will 
need to work twice as hard to gain back 
lost customers.

“One of the keys to our industry is 
getting people to use their pools as much 
as possible, because if they use it then 
they’re happy with it and everything goes 
forward from there,” said Adlam.

“If they’re paying for the pool and it’s 
costing them money for chemical and elec-
tricity and they’re not using it, then that’s 
when a pool becomes a thorn in the side. 
So we should be doing everything we can 
in this industry to promote people using 
their pools as much as possible - and then 
they don’t mind spending money on it.”

“The population’s always going to grow, 
and the building is always going to continue, 
by the looks of it. The reality is there’s 
enough work for everyone if you do the 
right thing,” said Lewis.

What poo l  heat ing prob lems have 
you encountered? Let us know! Email  
ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

Stay tuned for our dedicated pool heating 
Industry Roundtable eNewsletter, where 
we’ll have more in-depth articles about 
pool heating, plus additional insights from 
other industry experts. To subscribe, visit 
www.poolandspareview.com.au/subscribe. 
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Do you have an opinion on a hot topic in the pool and spa industry? 
Get in touch! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

YOUR SAY
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NSW fencing compliance laws
Upon receiving the latest issue of Pool+Spa [Mar/Apr 

2015], I read with interest your section outlining the 

problems with swimming pool compliance regulations. 

I thought my experiences may be of interest to you in 

regard to the current problems with the implementation 

of the rules as set out under the Swimming Pools Act 

1992 section 23(1).

Having directed my own swimming pool business for 

the past 16 years, I have been contracted to a number 

of real estate firms in the Newcastle region. With the 

compliance laws becoming more stringent as of 2013, 

the real estate agents asked me to perform compliance 

checks for them for rental properties with swimming pools.

I contacted Lake Macquarie City Council to enquire about 

the possibility of attaining some form of accreditation 

to enable me to legally conduct compliance checks for 

swimming pools. The person I spoke to initially could not 

give me any information or give me an answer to my 

enquiry, but suggested that I speak to someone from the 

Surveying section of the council, which I did and was told 

to contact the Building Professionals Board in Sydney. 

Having given me the telephone number on 9 October 

2013 I tried to ring the BPB on numerous occasions.

Finally I made contact with a gentleman by the name of 

Johnathon Lynch on 21 November. I outlined my interest 

in becoming accredited to conduct compliance checks 

in view of the new legislation regarding the Swimming 

Pools Act.

His answer was there is no course for an accreditation 

qualification for people like myself working within the 

swimming pool industry, but the state government had 

given the local councils permission to conduct compliance 

checks because of their public municipalities. Then came 

the innuendo and, after asking him to repeat himself, he 

told me, “Even the councils aren’t accredited.”

In conclusion, I found out the Lake Macquarie City Council 

are using their surveying department to conduct compli-

ance checks. On a humorous note I thought maybe I 

could gain a position with the council so I can qualify 

too, as they aren’t accredited either.

Kindest regards,

Greg Bamforth

Director, Hunter Pool Care

www.hunterpoolcare.com

Chlorine feeder sizing and ORP
Chlorine feeder sizing, in my opinion, is the crux of the whole sanitising issue. 

It’s more about how fast you can recover from heavy bather loads, rather than 

how much residual is in the water. This requires upsizing the chemical feeder, 

be it bleach, cal-hypo or even salt.

If you cannot maintain a steady ORP (oxidation reduction potential) value, you 

will have negative effects in your pool. At higher feed rates, I have even achieved 

higher ORP values at lower residuals. A value of 830 mV, for example, said to 

be a value that can reduce chloramines, is easily achieved between 2 and 3 

ppm (on higher feed capacity chlorination only).

It’s all about how quickly you can maintain tighter control of ORP values, instead 

of letting ORP drop off during high bather loads. From indoor pools to outdoor 

water park attractions, we are capable of eliminating organics far better than 

previously realised.

Regards,

Clemente J Rivera,

Territory Manager, Treatment Specialties, Inc.

www.treatmentspecialties.net

RE: Changing with the times
Regarding your article ‘Changing with the times’, it is fine to take less as long as 

you can still make a profit. But I just lost a sale on an S.R. Smith diving board 

because the customer could buy it online for less than I could get it from my 

distributor and the shipping was free.

You are not looking at how the manufacturers want their cake and are eating it 

too, while screwing the pool service company.

When someone gets hurt installing their own diving board and then sues S.R. 

Smith, then maybe S.R. Smith will change their policy to only warranty their 

products if an authorised, trained installer does the installation.

Manufacturers also have to make sure distributors don’t mark things up so high 

that service people can’t compete with the internet sellers. This is the same for 

most manufacturers. They are just being greedy, taking the immediate sale, and 

not caring about the people who make their reputation: the installers.

Mark Johnson

Owner, Friendly Pool & Spa

Walnut Creek, California
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BRAD WEIR
Neptune Benson Australia

Brad Weir has been many things 
- plumber, pool heating specialist, 
importer, manufacturer, SPASA 
president - but he’s always carved 
his own path. By staying focused 
on his goals and taking a dynamic 
approach to business, the former 
owner of Hurlcon has achieved 
success in each of his roles.

Four key mantras govern Weir’s approach to business: make quality your 
top priority, innovate constantly, don’t get distracted by your competitors and 
never badmouth other products to your client.

He says sticking to these mantras was key to Hurlcon’s success. Weir and business 
partner Peter Wallace sold the company to AstralPool in 2006 and Weir now divides 
his time between barramundi fishing, camping and being the Australian representative 
for Neptune-Benson’s Defender filters - a role that is growing rapidly as word of the 
product’s capabilities spreads.

So how did Weir make the leap from importer to manufacturer? Disappointed with 
the quality of the heaters they were importing from overseas, Weir and Wallace dis-
covered that it was more cost-effective to manufacture the heaters themselves than 
continue to convert and attend to the issues they had with the imported versions.

“We wanted to build products that ideally suited the market. From working closely 
with the market, we knew what the market wanted, and the quality we could produce 
was unsurpassed out there. So we ended up designing and manufacturing our own 
heaters and later commenced injection moulding pumps and rotationally moulding 
sand filters,” Weir said.

By controlling each aspect of the manufacturing process, they found they could 
consistently deliver a high-quality product.

“We had a lot of issues with smaller parts that were failing under test and in 
the marketplace, so we needed to gain more control of our manufacturing process. 
We started this phase called vertical integration whereby all the products that were 
manufactured outside the company were brought back in-house. When we did that, 
the quality just went through the roof.”

Controlling the manufacturing process also meant they were able to respond quickly to 
the demands of the market and tweak their products to suit what the market required.

“We were very quick to react because it was Peter and me - we didn’t have to go 
through a board of directors to make a decision. If you didn’t like the way a product 
was performing or operating, we’d change it accordingly, very quickly,” he said.

Rather than fixating on what his competition is up to and responding to that, Weir’s 
approach is to focus solely on what he’s doing and ensure that he’s delivering the 
best-quality product possible.

“In the early days of Hurlcon, we basically kept our eye on where our business was 
going and weren’t really worried about anyone else’s, and I think we adopt the same 
philosophy with Defender filters. You don’t need to say things about other people’s 
products.”

Not only does criticising others’ products make you look bad, he says, it also 
shouldn’t be necessary if you have faith in your product. A quality product means a 
happy customer and a happy customer is the best advertisement for your product.

“They become a non-commissioned officer for you and start selling your product. 
[They’ll say to others,] ‘Don’t listen to them; this product is absolutely brilliant’. So 
they jump on the bandwagon; they sell them for you.”

Energy spent tracking your competitors’ movements is energy wasted, Weir says. 
It’s far better to direct that energy directly into growing your own business.

“If we had focused on ‘look at what Onga’s doing, and look at what Davey’s do-
ing’, and went down that road, we’d be no better than them, because all we’re trying 
to do is beat them all the time, and be better at their standards, not ours,” he said. 
“They could have sent us broke!

“There’s no need for it. I think if you stay focused and just keep on the right 
track doing what you’re doing well, your competitors will be looking over your fence 

thinking, ‘What are they up to now?’”

POOL  KNOWLEDGE ...of
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IF YOU’RE 
NOT 
ONLINE,
In 2003, one event made an indelible impact on swimming pool shops in Australia. A high-profile 
product, usually retailing above $800, was being sold online for under $300. The reaction across the 
industry was close to hysterical, and today, many of the arguments about selling on the internet reflect 
that early hysteria.

O
ne supplier told me of a distributor who had done 
10 equipment demonstrations, but lost every sale 
to the internet. I didn’t know whether to laugh or 
cry. I could have laughed that such a preposterous 
story was doing the rounds, or cried that a CEO 

would repeat it as if it were fact.
Anyone with sales management experience will instantly rec-

ognise the real sales opportunity here was two or three units - 
never 10. Losing those sales comes down to poor selling skills. 
Who ever heard of anyone doing 10 demonstrations without first 
qualifying the prospects?

One of our clients had a similar experience. After completing a 
demonstration of this very product, he was told that the prospect 
wanted to buy at an internet price. Our client, seething with fury 
inside, politely withdrew from the sale.

Only on reflection at our consultation with him later did he 
realise that taking the sale would have brought him home with 

$700 in his pocket instead of, literally, nothing.
By then he knew if he had properly qualified his sales lead, 

he would have been prepared for that internet price objection. 
He would have made the sale. It was the perfect storm: lead 
not qualified, a product-focused demonstration and a commercial 
judgement call while he was angry.

This is not a problem caused by the product selling on the 
internet. It is a common problem in technical industries - con-
fusing product training with sales training. Here was a product 
presentation that did not reach out to the customer. It was a 
great demo that failed at the sales hurdle.

Maximising selling price
My advice isn’t just to drop a price to make a sale. Last month 
we helped a client take a price increase of 25%. Our specialised 
price calculator (Full Value Pricing) always targets the full required 
price. Maximising the selling price is always a priority.

YOU’RE NOT IN THE GAME
Max Williams*
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However, most traders still don’t realise the healthy impact 
of improving stock turn, have no idea of the ‘velocity of money’ 
and consequently don’t see the benefit of trading hard when hard 
trading is required. In today’s pool shop, hard trading is required! 
And it will get harder still, for two reasons.

The 1%
First, at a pool industry seminar two years ago, I demonstrated 
that small retailers lose more than 1% of gross profit every year 
due to systemic changes none of us can control. The change is 
so small compared with inflation, seasonal changes and changes 
in sales mix that no-one notices it. But it is there, eating away 
at us, every day, every month, every year.

To put that in perspective, it means that a million-dollar pool 
shop has to find $5000 of fresh expense savings every year. 
Could you do that? There’s no point trying to grow your way out 
of this, because the gross profit that comes out of every piece 
of new business is also subject to the same squeeze. This is the 

reason small retailers work hard for years only to find it keeps 
getting harder.

Remember that 40 years ago it really did take 30 days to 
reconcile, approve and pay your account - hence, thirty-day credit 
terms. Today, a Sydney company can deliver from its own stock 
in Perth and get the money that night. What used to take 30 
days now takes less than 30 minutes. This means huge cost 
savings, and competition makes sure that when costs go down, 
so do prices. It is the small retailer at the end of the chain who 
cops all that margin squeeze.

Employment costs
Second, employment costs keeps rising. Today, if you want a 
pool shop to be commercially sound, each pool shop salesperson 
needs to make around $85 of gross profit, or $170 in sales, every 
hour of the day to be fully profitable. This means annual sales of 
more than $420,000 per sales employee (or full-time equivalent).

Most pool shop owners say that is unrealistic, because it doesn’t 
take into account lunch breaks and holiday cover. Arithmetic wins 
every time, however, and making the sums add up is the job of 
good management. Pool shop owners, even if their profit aims 
are more modest, have to keep improving efficiency.

All this means that a pool shop owner needs all the help he or 
she can get to maximise the total sales opportunity and minimise 
the cost of selling. Given that the selling expense (to sales) is 
typically 40% in a pool shop and 15% online, it’s easy to see 
how a pool shop really needs some online sales to help drive 
down expenses. It is a key part of constantly reducing expenses 
in the face of narrowing margins and increasing costs.

But selling online is not an easy get. Online majors are well 
established and well resourced, with freight rates all but impos-
sible to equal. Their selling proposition is all about price and 
convenience, and smaller operators just can’t get down to those 
cost and price levels.

Leveraging online for your bricks-and-mortar 
business
Here’s the ‘kicker’: the more you look at it, the clearer it becomes 
that salvation for a pool shop retailer will come from leveraging 
all aspects of the internet into their existing pool shop business.

Two very important phrases just slipped by there:
The first, “all aspects of the internet” means just that. You 

need to integrate website, web shop, social media, main media 
advertising and customer relationship management into a single, 
unified approach to tie in your loyal customers. It’s very chal-
lenging, and just too hard for most pool shops. That is why we 
created www.mylocalpoolshop.com.au to help ordinary pool shop 
owners get into ‘modern retailing’, with minimal pain and with 
a lot of help.

The second phrase is “into their pool shop business”. This 
means making the internet an active and growing part of the total 
business. It will never be a replacement for the bricks-and-mortar 
pool shop. Whether you make the sale online or in the shop 
does not matter. It can support online research, price-checking 

O N L I N E  S A L E S
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in-store, running click-and-collect, bricks-and-clicks or all of them - what matters is 
that you make a satisfied customer.

In the convention of today, this approach has a catchy name: ‘omni-channelling’.
In reality, omni-channelling is not catchy, glamorous or easy. It requires a new 

appreciation of the role of price, and that is hard to understand properly. It requires 
a dedication to really vigorous merchandising, and that is uncommon in a technically 
based business like a pool shop. Moreover, it requires the skill to seamlessly relate 
to your customer in every channel.

Building relationships
It is often said that you can’t build a relationship on the internet. Really? More 
than one reader of this article will have travelled to see someone they met on the 
internet. Their relationship will be different after meeting face-to-face, but their rela-
tionship began on the internet. So it is with customers. Good retailers are learning 
how to build customer relationships on the internet, grow them in the store and then 
maintain them online.

Others say that you can’t give proper technical advice on the internet - that you 
need to be eye-to-eye to do it properly. That is just not true. I fixed my car when the 
dealer (the expert) had failed three times - because I took technical advice from the 
internet. Learning how to give advice online, and do it well, is hard. Again, pool shop 
owners need help, and again, that is what consulting firms like ours set out to do.

Set and forget?
Most small business people have a view that their website is like a shop fit-out: buy 
it, install it and forget it. Good retailers know that a shop fit-out is a vital part of 
their money-making assets and needs constant attention, repair and improvement.

It is the same with retail web assets, too. When you integrate your website and 
your web shop into your business, when you are actively engaged with your customers 
online, your web assets need constant attention, just like your staff, and just like your 
in-store displays. In the middle of a season, that workload is out of the question for 
a normal pool shop. Once again, third-party help is needed.

Fully integrating your customer focus both in-store and online is terribly challeng-
ing and calls on a new skill set few small businesspeople have. Integrating online 
is hard, but with constant downward pressure on margins and upwards pressure on 
costs, and with the constantly changing habits of buyers, pool shop owners need to 
move online to survive.

This is not a sudden change, and it is not a one-off change. It is a continuing 
journey of constant change in your business. One of our client pool shops is well 
advanced down this track and is thriving while other pool shops around them have 
closed their doors.

So this is not a hypothetical scenario, nor is it a guess at the future. It has be-
come, at least for one pool shop, a solid, demonstrable, commercial outcome. The 
money is in the bank!

Unfortunately, many suppliers forcefully resist having pool shops sell their products 
online. Today, they are harming the very retailers on whom they depend. Tomorrow, 
they harm themselves, too.

Additional information on some of the points made here is available on the website 
at www.mcnw.com.au/ContactMax. You can chat with Max online there too!

*Max Williams is Principal Consultant at McNicol Williams Management & Marketing 
Services.

O N L I N E  S A L E S

THE MORE YOU LOOK AT IT, THE CLEARER IT BECOMES 
THAT SALVATION FOR A POOL SHOP RETAILER WILL 
COME FROM LEVERAGING ALL ASPECTS OF THE 
INTERNET INTO THEIR EXISTING POOL SHOP BUSINESS.

http://www.aquajoy.com.au


http://www.pentairpool.com.au
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MAKING WAVES
Every leaves SPASA Australia
Greg Every has announced he is leaving SPASA 
Australia and will return to running his own 
business. Previously the executive director of 
the Swimming Pool Retail Association Australia 
(SPRAA), Every joined SPASA Australia when the 
two organisations merged in late 2014.

“I enjoyed my time working with Gary Nye at 
SPASA Australia and before that in my role as 
executive director of the Swimming Pool Retail 
Association Australia (SPRAA) where Gary had been 
president. Gary and I go back to my days at Coles 
Myer where I was, lastly, general manager public 
affairs,” Every said in an email.

“SPASA Australia has an interesting year coming 
up and I wish Gary and the board every success in 
what they are trying to achieve.”

Every will now focus his efforts on his company, 
the Institute for Critical Analysis (ICA), where he will 
work on writing, editing and project management.

New state manager for Lo-Chlor
Lo-Chlor Chemicals has announced the 
appointment of Stu McCarthy as its NSW Sales 
Manager. McCarthy has been involved in the 
pool and spa industry for quite some time, 
representing Pool Systems’ sales team in NSW 
and subsequently representing Newline in NSW.

Having worked for two Queensland-based 
companies, McCarthy decided that he preferred 
to work for a NSW-based company where he 
could enjoy a day-to-day association with his 
work colleagues rather than an interstate one 
where most communication was conducted by 
phone or email.

In addition to his considerable industry 
knowledge, McCarthy has a secret skill: he 
regularly spends time as an announcer at 

speedway racing meets outside of work.
Lo-Chlor Chemicals is based in Marrickville in Sydney’s inner west. For contact 

details, visit www.lo-chlor.com.au.

Stu McCarthy, NSW Sales 
Manager for Lo-Chlor.

http://hyclor.com.au
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Innovation win for 
robotic suction cleaner
Maytronics has taken out the Innovation 
Award at Piscine 2014 in Lyon for its 
Dolphin S300i robotic suction cleaner. 
The cleaner, the newest addition to 
Maytronics’ Dolphin range, was up 
against 100 other entrants for the award.

This is the second time Maytronics has won a Top 100 Product 
award at the Piscine show.

“This new achievement is a great honour for the Maytronics 
team who have worked hard to continually develop their cleaners 
to meet and exceed tomorrow’s standards,” said Dan Kwaczynski, 
Managing Director, Maytronics Australia.

“The ongoing product development and dedication of the team 
has been rewarded and recognised by worldwide industry peers 
at [the 2014] show, which reinforces by third party endorsement 
the technical abilities of the world’s leading robotic pool cleaner 
company.”

The S300i cleaner will be available in Australia for the 2015/16 
summer season.

Mutual recognition available in NSW 
for interstate pool inspectors
The NSW Building Professionals Board (BPB) has announced that 
it will grant mutual recognition to swimming pool inspectors from 
other states for the E1 category of certifier.

While the BPB has approved a Mutual Recognition Pathway, it 
is urging all potential applicants to ensure they have a thorough 
knowledge of NSW’s legislation before applying for recognition.

An information sheet on the E1 mutual recognition contains a 
number of questions to test applicants’ knowledge of NSW legislation. 
“If you can’t answer each question correctly and without hesitation, 
you should immediately undertake a Board-approved NSW E1 
Swimming Pool Certification course,” the BPB’s website says.

The BPB has warned that it will be “closely monitoring E1 
certifiers to ensure the integrity of the certification system”, with 
unsatisfactory professional conduct or professional misconduct 
attracting fines of up to $110,000 and/or disqualification, among 
other punitive measures.

Given that NSW’s laws differ considerably from other states’ laws, 
many in the industry have previously warned that mutual recognition 
will cause issues. For instance, Queensland works to one standard, 
regardless of when a pool was built, while a total of four standards 
are used in NSW, depending on when the pool was built and whether 
or not it has been ‘substantially altered or rebuilt’ - although just what 
constitutes a substantial alteration is not clear.

A number of players in the industry have expressed concern 
that, should Queensland certifiers be granted mutual recognition in 
NSW, they would not have sufficient knowledge of NSW legislation 
to carry out the job properly.

Thus far, only one NSW course provider - CPD Training - has been 
approved to deliver the E1 training course. Pool+Spa understands that 
a number of other training providers have applied to be approved but 
have been hampered by significant delays on the part of the BPB.

http://www.waterco.com
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MAKING WAVES

www.doublebaysolar.com.au  |  1300 724 132  |  sales@doublebaysolar.com.au
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Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements

 18 years of service in the Pool industry

US tile industry names LATICRETE Supplier 
of the Year
The Ceramic Tile Distributors Association (CTDA) has named LATICRETE 
as its Supplier of the Year. The prestigious award was announced on the 
opening day of the Coverings 2015 show in Orlando, Florida.

The Supplier of the Year is selected based on the results of blind balloting 
by CTDA members. The members name their top suppliers and rank them 
according to criteria such as innovation, quality and service.

“This award was earned by every LATICRETE team member who 
takes pride in their work - at every location - from our receptionists to 
our shipping clerks and to every person in every role in between. These 
are the people who have earned this recognition, and in their names I 
gratefully accept it,” said Ed Metcalf, president of the LATICRETE North 
America Division.

“We consider it a humbling validation of our founding principles that 
the membership of the CTDA have selected LATICRETE as Supplier of the 
Year. We highly value the true partnership and trust that we share with 
our customer, and strive daily to be worthy of their longstanding support.”

New VP and treasurer for SPASA 
NSW board
Following its annual general meeting on 18 March, the 
Swimming Pool and Spa Association of NSW & ACT 
(SPASA) has announced its board appointments for 2015.

Robert Guthrie from Tru Pool was nominated as 
president for the third year running, with BioLab 
Australia’s Lindsay McGrath nominated as vice president. 
Janine Bellifemine from Sunrise Pools was nominated 
as treasurer.

Other board members include:
• Peter Moore, Aquatic Pool and Spa Consulting
• Jonathan Hatfield, Zodiac Group Australia
• Mervyn Smith, Sunbather Pool Technologies
• Paul Simons, Lo-Chlor Chemicals
• Brad Baxter, Award Pools Group
• Mike Steven, Landart Landscapes

“It is only with the support of a proactive and 
committed board that an association such as ours lives, 
grows and prospers. Particular mention goes to Denis 
Baxter, who enters a well-earned retirement. Denis 
leaves the board after nine years of service as our 
treasurer,” said Guthrie.

“Thanks also go to Manfred Wiesemes, who resigned 
earlier in the year after an impressive 13 years on the 
board, including four years as president.

“Together, we have many years’ experience on the 
SPASA board, and our directors’ diverse skillsets across 
retail, construction, manufacturing and supply mean we 
understand the distinctive needs of this industry and the 
needs of our members.”©
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Distributed exclusively by
Vendart Pty Ltd

P 02 9450 0466 
F 02 9450 0755

If you are cleaning test tubes, crushing tablets or 
waiting for reagents to react then the answer is 

probably yes. That’s the old way of doing things. 

The new way is LaMotte’s WaterLink Spin: A game-
changing photometer that takes little effort and just 60 
seconds to accurately and comprehensively analyse a 

water sample and produce a treatment report.

At the same time as it improves the standard of your 
water testing, WaterLink Spin will free your employees 
to spend more time with your customers, and take the 

frustration of ‘cocktail waitress’ water testing out of their 
days.

WaterLink Spin uses LaMotte’s famous DataMate 
water testing software which is cloud-based so you can 

monitor water testing at remote locations from a central 
office.

For more information email 
Vendart Pty Ltd on sales@vendart.
com.au or call our technical sales 

desk on (02) 9450-0466.

Are You 
Wasting Time 
Testing Pool 

and Spa Water?

www.vendart.com.au

“It takes me only 60 seconds 
to do 9 different tests.”

Maytronics appoints new national 
sales manager
Maytronics Australia has appointed a new national sales manager. 
After joining the company as the NSW and Asia export manager 
in 2014, Grant Brooks was recently promoted to the position.

Brooks has a wealth of industry experience and knowledge, 
having grown up working in his family’s pool business, both in 
direct retail and pool building operations. Having worked as NSW 
and national sales manager for Poolrite Equipment, he is well 
known and well respected in the Industry. Most recently, Brooks 
has focused his efforts on swimming pool equipment and Dolphin 
pool cleaners.

“It’s with much excitement 
that we have appointed Grant as 
our NSM. He brings a wealth of 
experience to our team and is very 
customer focused in his approach. 
He’s a brilliant fit to our team and 
we know he will keep growing 
from strength to strength,” said 
Chris Papa, director of Maytronics 
Australia.

To get in touch with Brooks, 
email grant.brooks@maytronics.
com.

Grant Brooks, new 
national sales manager 
for Maytronics.

New distribution agreement for 
Newline
Lo-Chlor Chemicals Australia has announced it has entered into 
an agreement with Newline Pool Products to distribute the full 
line of Lo-Chlor specialty products in Queensland, the Northern 
Territory and the Australian eastern seaboard. The agreement is 
effective immediately.

“It makes sense to partner with Newline Pool Products, a fast-
growing, high-end, quality supplier to the industry. Newline has 
been operating in the industry for more than 22 years and has an 
impeccable service record for which they are renowned,” said 
Paul Simons, Lo-Chlor Chemicals’ managing director.

“Newline Pool Products are proud and excited by the 
opportunity to work with Lo-Chlor Chemicals, a highly respected 
Australian chemical manufacturer. We see the arrangement 
as being beneficial to all pool professionals from leading retail 
outlets to service technicians,” said Nathan De Candia, managing 
director of Newline.

For more information or to place orders with Newline Pool 
Products, phone 1300 677 100 or email orders@newlineproducts.
com.au.
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WHY YOU SHOULDN’T

INSTALL 
PRODUCTS YOU 
HAVEN’T SOLD
Alice Richard

The rise and rise of online sales means that service techs are increasingly finding that their customers 
are buying products online - and then asking them to install them. This presents service techs with a 
dilemma: refuse to install it and risk losing the customer or install the product but miss out on the sale.

S
o, what should you do if you’re asked to install an 
internet purchase? The general consensus from our 
Industry Roundtable participants was: don’t touch 
it! Because you can’t be sure of where the product 
was sourced, you could find yourself responsible if 

the product fails. Not only that, but you’re indirectly supporting 
internet sellers and potentially doing yourself out of future sales.

But it’s not all bad news. If you use the opportunity to educate 
your client and win their trust, you could find that you’ve secured 
a customer for life.

Our Industry Roundtable participants each have a slightly dif-
ferent take on the situation, coming as they do from different 
backgrounds: the service operator, the retailer and the manufac-
turer. They shared their thoughts with us.

The service operator
“It’s certainly not a rule with Jim’s Pool Care but I strongly encour-
age it with my guys. We don’t usually like to fit anything that we 
don’t supply. It’s that simple. There’s too much liability - there 

really is. If we supply and fit it, we know it’s being fitted correctly, 
the manufacturer’s warranty applies. But, yeah, we won’t usually 
fit anything from the internet,” said Sean Kershaw, the Jim’s Pool 
Care regional franchisor for Melbourne central.

“A major manufacturer has a particular range that the warranty 
is only applicable if it’s fitted by one of their qualified, certified 
installers - which all the Jim’s guys are. That then alleviates the 
warranty issues. This buying model means customers can buy 
some models on the internet but they still need someone quali-
fied or trained to install.”

Kershaw told the story of a client who fancied himself as “a 
bit of an internet guru” who was in need of a replacement pump. 
“Sure, it was in US dollars, plus freight, but he was convinced 
that it was a better deal than what I could do,” Kershaw said.

“He ordered it - [it was] 110 volt. I said, ‘What, are you go-
ing to freight it back now?’ Since then, I’ve sold him a range 
of quality equipment suited to his pool and he’s now one of my 
oldest regulars. And the internet has never, ever come up again 
after that.”
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The manufacturer
“As it stands at the moment, the warranty rights all sit with the 
consumer. So it’s really incumbent upon each supplier in the 
chain, and each one offering product down the line is responsible 
to the person they sell to,” said Tony Sharpe, managing director 
of Hayward Australia.

“As an individual or an organisation that may install products 
for someone that’s bought from a third party on the internet, 
there becomes an incumbent responsibility with regards to war-
ranty. Should Jim’s, for example, install a pump that was bought 
on the internet from another company, if the product didn’t have 
correct certification or if the product had other issues, from a legal 
perspective, there’s a risk that the installer carries the burden 
of that potential claim. Now, should somebody be injured as a 
result of a non-compliant product failing or causing a problem for 
somebody, the installer then becomes a party to that problem. 
If the product’s bought overseas, for example, really, it’s going 
to sit with the person locally who installed it. So there are some 
great risks with becoming involved in that process.

I N S TA L L AT I O N

“As a manufacturer of pumps and gas heaters and other prod-
ucts, for us to be able to take a gas heater from the US and sell 
it here in Australia took us about three years of re-engineering and 
modification of an existing product. And occasionally you do see 
consumers import things like gas heaters from other markets and 
they can’t use them. You do occasionally see people try to use 
them and we’ve seen equipment, seen pumps hooked up and hard-
wired and all sorts of things. And they run hot, they do all sorts of 
weird and wonderful things, and it’s potentially very, very dangerous.

“The consumer [doesn’t have] the same responsibilities as someone 
who becomes involved as an installer in that situation. So as an 
installer, you carry the burden of all the risk of injury, the property 
damage - all the things that can go wrong from product which isn’t 
designed for our power supply or our gas supply.”

The retailer
“The application of so many of the products we use requires a 
knowledge of this industry, and people can get on the internet and 
say, ‘Well, I’m going to buy myself a 1.5 horsepower pump’, but 
was it supposed to be a 1.5 hp or 2 hp? If they don’t understand 
the size of their pool and the amount of water it carries, they’re 
not going to know. The same thing if they’ve got solar heating - are 
you going to have one pump or two pumps for solar heating? A 
lot of people wouldn’t know that you should have two pumps - or 
you should have two pumps to do your solar heating and your 
pool,” said Gary Nye, CEO of SPASA Australia. Nye has spent more 
than 30 years in retail, including roles as Clark Rubber’s COO and 
managing director of Target Australia.

“So it’s the application that people don’t understand. And then 
if you do install that product then you’re going to carry some of 
the can. Because the Australian consumer law now is very much 
focused on the consumer - nothing to do with the retailer or the 
manufacturer.

“One of the things that we did [at Clark Rubber] with a number 
of our suppliers, we actually said, ‘If you buy it and you organise 
your installation, there’s a one-year warranty that comes from the 
manufacturer. But if you buy it and we install it, then there’s a 
two- or three-year warranty coming from the manufacturer.’

“And that’s a good selling point when you’re dealing with a 
customer who’s sort of talking about, ‘but they’re cheaper on the 
internet’. Yeah, but what sort of warranty are you getting and if 
something goes wrong, how are you going to get it fixed? If you 
buy it here [from the retailer], you’re immediately going to get three 
years’ warranty at no extra cost, and if something goes wrong with 
it, we’re just a phone call away.

“As I said before, the Australian consumer law is all about the 
consumer, but if the consumer takes things into their own hands 
and buys something from overseas and installs that themselves, 
then they’re the ones who are responsible. But if they buy it over-
seas and bring it to us and one of us installs it, then we accept 
responsibility because we installed the product. So what Sean said 
earlier - strongly encourage the franchisees not to install something 
that they haven’t sold, because you don’t know where it might have 
come from. It could have the Hayward brand on it, but it might not 
be the Hayward brand that’s developed for the Australian market.”

How do you handle installations of internet purchases? We’d love 
to know! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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BIG AQUATIC CENTRE  
A BIG SUCCESS

PROJECT COMPLETE

Not unlike Australia, Canada is partial to doing things on a big scale: 
where we have the Big Pineapple and the Big Merino, they have 
the Big Nickel and the Giant Beaver. So when the City of Edmonton 
decided to build a community recreation centre as part of its plan 
to become the most inhabitant-friendly city in Canada, it naturally 
decided to go big.

The result - the CA$140 
million Terwillegar Centre - 
includes the second-largest 
water park in the province 
of Alberta, designed (of 
course) to accommodate big 
crowds. The vast aquatic 
centre is housed in three 
large halls, spanning over 
23,000 m2 - the equivalent 
of more than three soccer 
fields.

The City designed the 
aquatic centre expecting 
it to be hugely popular. Its 
pools hold more than 3000 
m3 and are designed to cope 
with a bather load of 1200 
patrons per hour - or 10,000 
people per day. The pools 
are designed to be flexible 
enough to cater to a variety 
of uses, with a spacious, barrier-free layout and access.

Austrian company WAPOTEC helped design the centre’s water 
treatment plant. With such a high bather load, water quality was vital, 
so the company installed the WAPOTEC SYSTEM combined with its 
high-quality commercial WAPOTEC filtration equipment, which is 
based on state-of-the-art European technology.

In order to satisfy the City’s water quality demands, the flow rates 
and water treatment plant were designed to handle more than 1300 
m3 of water per hour. WAPOTEC had multimedia filters built to order 
by Behncke (Buehne) to its specifications. Filtration and dosing 
equipment was supplied through Automated Aquatics.

To ensure safe operation and simple servicing, the WAPOTEC 
filters were equipped with nozzle plates, viewing windows and lights 
inside. Patented WAPOTEC Hyflow diffusers were fitted to ensure the 
filter media’s surfaces remained even.

To optimise the standard treatment process (coagulation-filtration-
chlorination), the WAPOTEC SYSTEM was installed. The chemical 
system (applying HydroSan/HydroXan for process optimisation) 
allows turbidity to be maintained as low as 0.03 NTU after filtration - 
even during periods of high bather loads. Combined chlorine residuals 

are maintained below the limit value of 0.2 ppm, as specified in the 
German standard DIN 19643/1 (2012) and the Swiss standard SIA 
385/9 (2011).

These low values minimise waterborne trihalomethane (eg, 
chloroform) and nitrogen trichloride (trichloramine) levels in the air, 

ensuring comfort and safety 
for both patrons and staff.

Chlorination is provided 
by a massive electrolysis 
u n i t  w i t h  a  m a x i m u m 
capacity of approximately 10 
kg chlorine gas equivalent 
per hour. Carbon dioxide 
dosing, combined with acid 
dosing, is used to ensure 
stable pH values between 
7.2 and 7.4 and alkalinity 
at  100-120 ppm, which 
is key to the efficacy of 
the flocculation filtration 
process.

A n o t h e r  f a c t o r  i n 
treatment success is the use 
of HydroXan, a precursor for 
chlorine dioxide formation 
in chlorinated pool water 
that minimises undesirable 
by-products and deposits in 

pipe work. Due to a high ORP (>800 mV) being achieved, the free 
chlorine residuals are set at a minimum of 0.5 ppm to comply with 
local regulatory requirements.

Water quality at the centre is controlled by continuously measuring 
key parameters, such as free chlorine, oxidation reduction potential 
(ORP), pH value and pre- and post-filtration turbidity.

Alberta is not only big on sports facilities: Alberta Health Services 
has also adopted some of the best standards and regulations in 
North America. These require mandatory weekly water testing by 
the Provincial Laboratory of Public Health and automated chemical 
feeding and monitoring equipment for pH and chlorine.

It is stipulated that the pool water mustaaaaa be sufficiently clear 
that the lines on the pool floor are visible at all times. Water clarity in 
the Terwillegar Centre’s 53 m pool is 0.03 NTU, even during periods 
of high bather load - so clear that swimmers can see perfectly from 
one end of the pool to the other.

WAPOTEC is represented in Australia by Poolkare Chemicals. 

Poolkare Chemicals
www.poolkare.com.au
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LAUNCHING AN 
ONLINE STORE -
LESSONS LEARNT
Alice Richard

While instinctively it might not make sense, embracing online sales can actually help build your bricks-
and-mortar business, when it’s done right. We spoke to a bricks-and-mortar retailer who shared his 
experiences launching an online store to complement his physical store.

C
ookes Pools and Spas launched an online store a few 
years ago and managing director Cliff Cooke says that, 
rather than taking away from face-to-face sales, it 
has actually strengthened his bricks-and-mortar store.

“It gives [customers] the chance when we’re not 
open to actually look at what we do and look at whatever pricing 
we can put up on there. What we’ve found is that we make very, 
very little sales out of that, but people come into the store and 
say, ‘Look, I’ve been online; I’ve had a look and I’m interested 
in this pump’,” Cooke said.

“There’s a lot of people talking about how the internet’s really 
going to hurt the industry, but I think if you adapt to it, you can 
actually make it a tool for you.”

Cooke acknowledges that his is, perhaps, an unusual case: 
being based in rural Victoria, many of his customers prefer to 
buy face to face, and store accessibility and convenience isn’t 

an issue like it can be in the city, where a trip to the local pool 
shop can take an hour or more due to traffic.

“That’s not to say this can’t be duplicated in a city area where 
you’ve got a high-touch bricks-and-mortar store,” he said.

The online Cookes Pools and Spas store is currently hosted 
using a platform called My Local Pool Shop, which enables smaller 
operators to set up an online store without having to do all the 
back-end work themselves. Cooke uses it to sell just to the local 
area, rather than trying to attract sales from the city, and finds 
that it works well for his business.

But, as with any new venture, Cooke says he encountered 
several learning opportunities along the way.

“The first thing you think is, ‘Damn, do I have to do this?’ 
because there’s a lot of work. The big thing that we didn’t really 
understand was how our clients were going to actually interact 
with it,” said Cooke.
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“And we got it wrong for a start because we thought, if we’re 
going to [launch an online store], we need to put all the things 
on there and make it bulky, with a lot of product, like everybody 
else’s, and really competitive prices, like everybody else’s.

“And then we realised we got that wrong. We thought, ‘Hang 
on, none of that product’s in our area anyway. Who’s going to 
want the spare parts that are out there anyway?’ It wasn’t relevant 
to what we sell in our store and what is in this area.

“So what we ended up realising was that the online store was 
going to look like our [bricks-and-mortar] store. We [didn’t] design 
it to sell product into Melbourne or Sydney - that’s not where we 
want to be. We want our shoppers in the Sunraysia area either 
buying online through us or coming to our store.

“So, from that standpoint, we’ve realised that you can’t have 
two prices; you can’t have an online price and an in-store price. 
You just can’t have two businesses that are separate like that, 
so they’ve got to be pretty much similar.”

The business has recently decided to move away from the My 
Local Pool Shop platform and instead to link the online store 
with his website.

“We found out that it’s much better if we actually connect the 
main store to our website, rather than [having customers] leaving 
our main website and going onto another website for our store, 
which we currently have. We’re redeveloping it now, putting the 
store embedded within our own website,” he said.

“That’s not a reflection on [My Local Pool Store]; it’s just a 
reflection on where we’re at now with the business and the size 
we’ve got. We think that’s the right move going forward. But there’s 
a lot of smaller businesses out there that would struggle to pay 
to get it done, and I would encourage them to get involved with 
someone like that to get it up and running in the first place.”

What’s your experience been of launching an online store? Get 
in touch - we’d love to know! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

Cooke Industries 
www.cookeindustries.com.au
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THERE’S A LOT OF PEOPLE TALKING 
ABOUT HOW THE INTERNET’S REALLY 
GOING TO HURT THE INDUSTRY, BUT I 
THINK IF YOU ADAPT TO IT, YOU CAN 
ACTUALLY MAKE IT A TOOL FOR YOU.

FLEXIBLE 
LED STRIP 
LIGHTING
Barthelme has ex-

tended the AQUALUC 

range of homogenous, 

flexible LED strip light-

ing with the C:URVE 

Mini,  which has a 

cross-section of 13.5 x 6 mm and a maximal length of 7.5 m.

Versions are available with light outputs from 258 to 925 

lm/m, as well as different whites from 2550 to 12,800 K, solid 

colours and RGB. With IP67/68, the light lines are suitable 

for outdoor and wet applications. A feed-in system enables 

a shadowless combination of several modules. A range of 

accessories is also available.

The product is suitable for a range of outdoor lighting 

applications where the user wishes to illuminate with a con-

tinuous light line, such as in-ground light lines, pool coping 

accentuation and handrail illumination.

The lighting is available in Australia through Form and Light.

Form and Light Pty Ltd

www.formandlight.com.au

A simple, safe and portable, 
easy to use, lightweight pool 
lift suited for personal and light 
commercial use. Very affordable.
Comfortable, self- locks in position,  
air-button controls, simple pin fitting  
to pool means little or no installation,  
SWL 150kg. Australian made and designed. 
For variations such as slings, mounting,  
restraints etc. contact us as follows:

Teal and T2 pool lift
Now available with power rotation

Email: me@ianghs.com

www.greenhousehealth.com.au
Mobile: 0438 426 279

GREENHOUSE HEALTH & SPORT

http://www.greenhousehealth.com.au
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POOL AND SPA 
CONTROLLER
The AstralPool Connect 

10 enables pool own-

ers to control all pool 

equipment, including 

valves, heaters and 

chlorinators, from any-

where inside the home 

or by mobile devices when away from home.

One-touch ‘favourite’ menus enable users to switch on 

preprogrammed settings, controlling lighting, waterfalls, 

temperature and automatic cleaning systems.

The system intelligently controls energy-efficient pump 

speeds, water temperature and pool sanitisers when con-

nected to AstralPool filtration and heating equipment, and its 

installation and connection can be tailored to users’ needs.

It can also integrate with the company’s Delta colour-

changing underwater LED lighting systems, enabling users 

to select standard colour-changing programs or individually 

blend colours.

The controller is supplied with a standard wired connection. 

Other wireless options such as an optional internet gateway 

can increase flexibility. The gateway allows an Ethernet or 

Wi-Fi connection to a home router. Once connected, the 

connectmypool app enables users to control the pool and 

spa from anywhere inside or outside the home, or wherever 

they are connected around the world.

A wireless touchscreen and FM remote control are also 

available. The waterproof remote turns eight different ap-

pliances on and off, including heaters, or controls three 

different speeds for a variable speed pump and five other 

appliances.

AstralPool

www.astralpool.com.au

http://waterlillyaustralia.com
http://www.veederline.com.au
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IN-FLOOR POOL CLEANING SYSTEM
Waterco’s Blue Square Q360 in-floor pool cleaning system’s 

design has fewer moving parts to propel water more effec-

tively through the system. The design ensures the maximum 

possible flow rate to the in-floor cleaning jets with minimal 

restriction and back pressure.

It includes 360°, 14-point rotation in-floor mounted clean-

ing jets that rise successively to sweep debris from the pool 

floor and steps, becoming almost invisible when they lower 

to flush when finished. The 360° rotating jets evenly distribute 

cleaning power and increase the circulation of the pool water.

Fabricated from non-corroding materials, the system’s 

glass-reinforced moulded construction is resistant to salt 

water and pool chemicals. The Q360 valve’s see-through lid 

allows for inspection of the turbine and gears without the 

need for disassembly.

The pressure-safe valve design protects the system by ensuring that one port is 

always open. A large 50 mm PVC pipe inlet and six 50 mm PVC pipe outlet ports 

maximise flow rate.

The system is available in two nozzle sizes: High Flow (floor jet), Low Flow (step jet) 

both with dual-port option. The jets are available in five colours to allow coordination 

with the pool finish. Replacement heads are easy to remove and install.

The system’s cleaning jet collars are suitable for concrete and fibreglass pool types. 

Installation is simple using the tapered collar with protective plastering cap and adap-

tor which glues inside 50 mm Class 12 PVC pipe.

The system can be combined with the low-profile Eclipse main drain.

Waterco Limited

www.waterco.com.au

REGENERATIVE MEDIA FILTER
The Defender Assero regenerative media filter is designed 

for flow rates between 13,000 and 95,000 L/h and fits 

through a standard doorway.

With a diameter of 74 cm, the filter is easy to install 

and is designed to be user-friendly. Routine maintenance 

takes a few minutes once or twice a year with no down-

time required.

When compared with conventional sand filters, the filter 

uses up to 90% less water and saves more than 30% 

energy use and more than 25% chemical use, according 

to the company.

It filters down to 1 micron and removes up to 99.9% 

of Cryptosporidium in a single pass and controls turbidity to levels more stringent than 

those required for drinking water, the company claims.

Suitable for caravan parks, splash pads and pools with high bather loads, the filter 

is Australian Smart Approved WaterMark certified.

Neptune Benson Australia

www.defenderau.com

http://www.zelbrite.com
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POOL SLIDE
The 2.2 m high heliX pool slide from S.R. 

Smith has a 360° rotomoulded flume that 

is 3.8 m long. The wide flume with high 

walls is engineered from strong, stable 

material that resists corrosion from harsh 

climates and pool environments.

It has a patented water fountain at the 

top of the slide, which is integrated with 

a high-volume water delivery system that 

can be plumbed through the pool’s return 

system or connected to a garden hose.

In addition, the slide complies with US Consumer Safety 

Standards for swimming pool slides, meeting 48 performance 

requirements concerning manufacturing design and construction. 

It accommodates sliders up to 113 kg.

The slide is available in Australia through major swimming 

pool product distributors. For more information, including prod-

uct specifications and AutoCAD drawings, visit the company’s 

website: www.srsmith.com/au.

SR Smith

www.srsmith.com/au

CEMENT GROUT
PERMACOLOR Select from 

LATICRETE is a high-perfor-

mance cement grout. Accord-

ing to the company, it offers 

the industry’s first dispersible 

dry pigment solution.

The grout is suitable for a 

range of residential and com-

mercial installations and offers 

good performance on interior 

and exterior applications. Easy 

to mix, grout and clean, the 

grout is fast-setting and is 

suitable for joints 1.5-12 mm wide on floors or walls.

It is available in 40 lifestyle colours plus a number 

of competitor colours and is reinforced with Kevlar, 

making it crack and shrink resistant. Sealing is not 

required as the grout is equipped with the company’s 

STONETECH sealer technology.

LATICRETE Pty Ltd

www.laticrete.com.au

http://www.supremeheating.com.au
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IT’S FUN TO SWIM  
AT THE YMCA

PROJECT COMPLETE

The YMCA Lagoon Leisure & Fitness Centre in Auckland was looking to 
improve water clarity, reduce water loss and CAC (combined available 
chlorine), and save money but was wary of committing to a new system 
before seeing results.

In 2009, Gordon Smith, pool operations manager at the facility, had a 
meeting with Peter Rabbidge from Zelbrite and Nigel Kewish from Blue 
Pacific Minerals, Zelbrite’s NZ distributor, to discuss the possibility of 
using Zelbrite to achieve the YMCA’s aims.

“Many products on the aquatics market make claims sounding too 
good to be true. At first I expected Zeolite to fall in that category. The 
graphs and statistics were impressive; however, so were many others 
I had encountered at trade shows before,” said Smith.

There were two factors that made Smith consider Zelbrite seriously. 
Firstly, he spoke with John McKenny from Macquatics Training, who 
explained to him “in pool managers’ language” exactly how the product 
works and its benefits. Secondly, Zelbrite offered to conduct a trial at 
the Auckland facility so Smith could judge for himself.

“This was a fantastic opportunity for us. I was intrigued by the 
product as, according to the information provided, we should be able 
to not only provide a greater water clarity but also help reduce CAC, 
therefore allowing less backwashes on the filters and less water loss 
- adding up to a great saving in dollars,” Smith said.

“Zelbrite has been awarded the Smart Approved WaterMark and 
is the only pool filter media that has been proven to save water. This 
would be my initial test; however, finding a media that would give 
crystal clear water in a spa pool would be a major bonus. Due to the 
high bather load and comparatively low amount of water, spa pools 

have traditionally been high-maintenance pools. Water chemistry, no 
matter how well set, requires replenishment at 30 L per person per 
day. Water can become cloudy quickly due to the high bather loads 
and the New Zealand standard recommends that the pool be emptied 
at least once a week.”

At the time the YMCA conducted the trial, the spa filters were 
backwashed once each day to counteract the CAC issues the facility 
was having. However, for the trial, Smith managed the backwashing 
according to the following indicators:

• When the filters reached maximum filtering capacity
• When CACs needed to be reduced
• TDS needed to be reduced (not affected by filter media)

Smith tested the water before and after the filter media was changed. 
Using the Zelbrite filter media resulted in a 0.5 mg/L reduction in CACs 
and, importantly, backwashing was reduced from a routine nightly event 
to one which only needed to be carried out once every two to three 
weeks on average.

“In my opinion, and after the trials held here, I have found that with 
regards to reducing backwashing and CACs, Zeolite does what it claims 
to do,” said Smith.

“It also provides crystal clear water… It does provide a level of water 
clarity that could only be achieved by flocculating a sand filter.

“I am pleased to say that the trial has been a success and that we have 
achieved favourable results, backing up the claims made by Zelbrite.”

Zeolite Australia Pty Ltd
www.zeolite.com.au
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www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719

Continuous 
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration, 
along with quality advice and support, 
ESAM is the blower for your business.

Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)

…and service to you is our priority.

SOLAR POOL PUMP 
RANGE
SCE Energy Solutions has available 

the PS range of Lorentz solar pool 

pumps. Two variants are available: the 

low-voltage PS 600 residential pump 

and the PS 1800 commercial pump.

The pumps use a DC brushless 

motor and are connected to a solar generator via a controller. The controller 

monitors the system, controls the pump speed and optimises the amount of 

water pumped based on the power available.

Designed and manufactured in Germany, the pumps are constructed of non-

corrodible materials throughout. The motor/pump shaft has no contact with fluid 

and the pumps are speed controllable to match the pool size.

Integrated MPPT (max power point technology) is used to maximise power use 

from the PV modules. The pumps include protection against overload, reverse 

polarity, overtemperature and dry running.

The PS 600 is a 48 V, 600 W pump. It has a maximum flow rate of 18 m3, 12 

m maximum head and 3 m positive lift. It operates using the PS600 controller.

The PS 1800 is an 84 V, 1800 W pump. It has a maximum flow rate of 36 m3, 

14 m maximum head and 4 m positive lift. It operates using the PS1800 controller.

SCE Energy Solutions

www.sce-energysolutions.com.au

SPA HEATER
The Pentair MasterTemp 125 spa heater of-

fers energy savings and operating features 

usually only available in larger heaters. Its 

pre-mixed gas combustion technology offers 

high thermal efficiency.

Its easy-to-use digital display/controller 

provides users with plenty of information and 

better control. The heater is also compact and 

lightweight, making it easy to handle and ship.

The heater has 40 mm plumbing connec-

tions, making it suitable for small bodies of 

water including above-ground pools and spas. 

The pre-mixed combustion technology enables 

fast heating and low NOx emissions.

It is compliant for outdoor and indoor in-

stallations with adaptors to fit to a 6″ or 8″ 

flue. It is available in both natural gas and 

LPG variants.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

www.pentairpool.com

http://www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
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INFLATABLES
WHAT YOU NEED TO CONSIDER 
BEFORE TAKING THE LEAP

Inflatables can be a great way to attract new business to your facility or to keep things interesting for 
your patrons. But it’s not all fun and games: make sure you ask yourself the right questions before 
you take the plunge and invest in inflatables.

Y
ou’ll need to weigh up several factors when selecting 
inflatables for your facility, including cost, space, staffing 
and how they’ll be used - both immediately and into the 
future. Taking the time to consider a few key questions 
will ensure you select the most suitable products for 

your requirements. 

What do you want from the products?
Do you want to set them as a permanent feature in your facil-
ity, or are you planning on having them installed for a few days 
or weeks to capitalise on the crowds during each school holiday 
period? Will you need to move them daily to allow space for 
recreational swimmers during peak lap-swimming times?

Bear in mind that what goes up must come down: if you’re 
planning to only install them for the short term, you’ll need to be 
able to disassemble them quickly. In this case, a series of smaller 
products rather than a few large products might be the way to go.

“Bigger products are heavier than small ones and need a longer 
time and maybe more people to set up,” said Annika Paus, Wibit 
Sports’ marketing manager.

“It should be considered whether the products should stay in 
the pool for a longer time or just a few hours each day.

“If operators handle the products with care and store them dry 
and clean, a lifespan of five to six years is realistic. In an indoor 
pool, the lifespan can be even longer than in open water as they 
are not exposed to extreme weather conditions.”

As an example, Wibit’s AquaTrack (comprising six products) can 
be set up in less than 30 minutes by two people. An electric 
pump can be used to inflate and deflate the products, or a hand 
pump can be used for some smaller products.

Air pumps or fans are sometimes used to keep the products 
inflated. These need to be situated away from the pool edge for 
safety. Installing sealed inflatables means no potential electrical 
hazards around the pool.
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Do you want flexibility?
Inflatable water park products come in a variety of forms, from 
standalone to modular products. What’s best for your facility will 
depend on several factors: are you happy to stick with the same 
configuration, or do you want to be able to modify the set-up to 
keep it interesting for patrons? Pool size, water depth and budget 
may dictate what’s possible in your facility.

Bear in mind that some brands may not be compatible with 
other brands, so it pays to do your homework before making a 
decision: you want to make sure a company has everything you’re 
after before you commit to their products.

For smaller operators, buying a smaller system and adding 
modules to it as finances allow can be a good option.

How deep is the pool?
The depth of the pool will dictate what sort of products are suit-
able - and safe.

“Water depth is decisive here. The higher the product, the deeper 
the water needs to be to ensure safety,” said Paus.

The water depth per product is set by the German safety verifica-
tion body TÜV and is calculated as follows: height of the product 
+ average height of a person (1.8 m) divided by 2.

What safety issues should be considered?
Aside from ensuring the correct water depth for the product, other 
safety issues need to be taken into account, such as the distance 
from the pool edge and between products, whether the products 
conform to safety standards and whether additional staff need to 
be engaged to ensure patron safety. A reputable company should 
be able to advise you on this.

“All products need a safety distance of 3 m to the pool edge 
and to each other. The Flip requires a distance of 6 m,” said Paus.

“Products are connected underneath the water surface and all 
gaps are secured with the Wibit safety flaps. The TÜV certifies 
that there are no entrapment hazards in Wibit products.”

A range of anchoring options is available to secure the inflatables 
to the pool, such as bungee cords and suction cups. Bungees 
can act as shock absorbers to keep the products in position.

Whichever product you’re considering, it’s vital to ensure that 
it conforms to reputable safety standards. For instance, Wibit’s 
materials, test methods, consumer information and specific safety 
requirements comply with European Norm: EN 15649. These are 
all regularly tested by TÜV.

Think before you jump
There’s a lot to weigh up before committing to investing in in-
flatables. First there’s the cost: not only the initial outlay, but 
also how much pool space you’ll lose to the installation. While 
installing inflatables can make you money, you’ll need to deter-
mine whether the extra money will come from increased entry 
fees or just increased patron numbers. You’ll also need to factor 
in whether you’ll have to employ extra staff to manage patron 
safety and cope with the extra demand.

Whatever your decision, doing your homework first will ensure 
staff, patrons and operators alike all enjoy the benefits of an 
inflatable installation.

Wibit Sports 
www.wibitsports.com

The Wibit FastTrack is suitable for shallow water (1.2 m). Image 
courtesy of Wibit.
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Filter Max Series
MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured 
from high density food grade. Polyethylene 
suitable for high performance & reliability.

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump
This pump delivers high flow & energy ef-
ficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a 
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring 
lock seal designed to eliminate suction 
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

E-Lunnen Underwater Light
The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less 
energy than your traditional Halogen underwa-
ter light. Continuous operation if a single LED 
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences. 
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from 
continuous to fading in & out.

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter
Designed for easy set-up above ground pool, 
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an eco-
nomical solution with user-friendly operation. 
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic 
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swim-
ming pool pump attached with base.

1300 293 633  info@emaux.com.au  
www.emaux.com.au

MODULAR WALL SYSTEM
Slimwall by Modular Wall Systems is a lightweight 

panel and post modular wall system. Made from 

strong composite materials including fibre cement 

sheeting, the panels have been designed to 

withstand Australia’s harsh outdoor environment.

According to the company, the product blocks 

urban noise four times more effectively than 

other common fencing products. Designed and 

manufactured in Australia, the panels are quick 

and easy to install.

The wall system can be painted in any colour 

to match the surroundings and can be painted 

in textured style finishes. Other elements such 

as slats, lighting and infills are also available.

Suitable for both domestic and commercial 

use, the panels are supplied as a standard 2420 mm-wide panel in three standard 

heights: 1500, 1800 or 2100 mm. Custom-sized panels are available on request.

Modular Wall Systems

www.modularwalls.com.au

SWIM JET SYSTEM
The Remco SwimJet provides a bubble-free 

swimming stream using an impeller system that 

creates a powerful underwater current. With 

a range of seven speeds operated through 

a remote control system, the system can be 

used for activities from a physical workout to 

a remedial massage.

The system is suitable for use in situations 

where size and space are limited as it expands 

the functionality of compact pools. Installation is 

simple as no pumps or plumbing are required.

It fits on the inside of the pool wall without 

protruding out the side. Unlike other jet systems, it is installed in a cavity with a 

cover plate that is removable, making maintenance and cleaning easy.

The seven speed settings make the system suitable for a range of swimmers. 

The high-performance speed and controlled current flow enables a challenging 

workout to improve muscle strength and help with swim training. For users seek-

ing therapeutic exercises or recovering from an injury, the system can provide a 

massage, facilitate low-impact exercise and help with aquatic rehabilitation.

The system’s durability, flexibility and energy efficiency enables it to use 60% less 

energy than other pump-base systems on the market, according to the company.

Remco Australia Pty Ltd

www.remco.com.au

http://www.emaux.com.au
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TABLET FOR BACTERIA 
REMOVAL
The C-5 Tablet from IQ and Pierce Pool 

Supplies is a simple-to-use ‘peel and pop’ 

tablet that can be applied directly into the 

water to kill Cryptosporidium and other 

bacteria in commercial and residential pools.

Suitable for use either as a maintenance 

dose or bacteria treatment, the tablet ac-

tivates instantly in the water. It eliminates 

OHS concerns as no mixing of chemicals 

is required.

Traditional methods of bacteria treatment 

can be expensive and time-consuming, 

whereas the tablet method reduces pool 

closure time, preventing loss of revenue.

The tablet provides shock dosing at 1 ppm, 

removing the need for neutralisation. It is 

recognised by Australian health departments.

International Quadratics

www.interquad.com.au

VARIABLE SPEED 
PUMP
Available through Pentair, 

the Sta-rite enviroMAX 1100 

variable speed pump has 

four programmable speeds, allowing users to select the most efficient 

setting for filtration, cleaning and water feature requirements. Its speed 

steps allow users to set a duration for each speed before advancing to 

the next step/speed.

Its radial flux, brushless, permanent magnet motor delivers high ef-

ficiency and low noise levels. The fully protected motor prevents damage 

by automatically shutting down the motor in the event of fault conditions.

Constructed of durable thermoplastic composite resin, it is designed to 

withstand harsh conditions. The Cam and Ramp lid is easy to remove and 

locks in place with a quarter-turn.

The pump has an 8-star energy efficiency rating.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

www.pentairpool.com

Award winning earth-friendly solution for the healthiest and most pristine  
pool water

√ The most sustainable and environmentally responsible filter available today
√ Australian SmartWatermark Certified
√ 90% saving of backwash water associated with sand filters
√ 30% or more reduction in energy use and costs achieveable
√ 25% reduction in chemical
√ Controls turbidity to levels better than those required for drinking water
√ Defender footprint is one quarter the space of conventional sand filters
√ Filters to 1 micron -10 times more efficient than conventional sand filters
√ Removes 99.9% of cryptosporidium in a single pass
√ 10 year guarantee
√ Exceptional low cost of ownership

www.defenderau.com

Contacts: Grahame Bateman   m: 0419602433 Brad Weir   m: 0407484847

www.neptunebenson.com     

http://www.neptunebenson.com


By 2019 the global field service market 
is forecast to be worth $3.52 billion *

Field Service Business delivers 
the latest breaking news, product 
innovations & industry expertise 
to Australian service professionals 
managing, resourcing & enabling 
mobile workers.

Register now for your free email newsletter, print magazine 
or eMag: www.fieldservicebusiness.com.au/subscribe

* Feb 2015 research by Markets and Markets

At $3.52 billion 

do you want 
  a piece of this pie?

http://www.fieldservicebusiness.com.au/subscribe
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BETWEEN SEA AND SKY: 
SEMIPRECIOUS STONE TILING

PROJECT COMPLETE

Sought after since ancient times, the semiprecious stone lapis lazuli 
was used to tile a thoroughly modern pool in a luxe private residence 
overlooking the Pacific Ocean in California. Originally called ultramarine, 
which denotes ‘from the sea’, lapis lazuli was the perfect choice for 
this pool: its deep blue tones with golden shimmer (thanks to its pyrites 
inclusions) beautifully reflect the pool’s position between sea and sky.

Rock Solid Tile of Los Angeles, California, is an elite tile contractor 
that has taken the process of installing tile for swimming pools to the 
ultimate level. With a résumé including some of the most unique and 
immediately recognisable water feature projects worldwide, owner and 
president Jimmy Reed approaches every job in a unique way.

“Step one is to connect with the owner or the designer; the person 
who leads the team,” he said. “Step two is to make sure we can provide 
above and beyond what is the client’s expectation.

“Most people are not familiar with [what’s involved in] a high-end 
swimming pool. Their image is just to ‘tile the pool’ and after that, the 
job is done. From our standpoint, that really isn’t the case, as a high-end 
swimming pool is a completely different animal; it’s much more than 
just adhering a tile to a water feature surface.

“Rather, it’s actually a very structured, complex process which 
consists of very detailed steps that result in building a stunning piece 
of art for the environment.”

When working on a pool project, Reed says his job doesn’t begin or 
end with the visuals.

“As far as we’re concerned, it has to be a bulletproof installation 
which lasts a lifetime. Any failures occurring after the tile installation 
are not an option.”

Designed for an ultraprivate seaside California home, the pool was 
built for owners who spend only a few weeks each year at the residence.

“We used the LATICRETE System for the entire project,” said Reed. 
“This included LATICRETE 254 Platinum (grey) for the initial bond coat, 
followed by LATICRETE 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed for all of the levelling 
that was required. For the waterproofing aspect, there is no substitute 
for LATICRETE Hydro Ban.

“From there we used LATICRETE 254 Platinum again as the adhesive 
to adhere the tiles. Then finally we used LATICRETE SpectraLOCK PRO 
Grout to finish it off.”

LATICRETE 254 Platinum was the logical thin-set for the project 
- in particular because it works at optimum levels for underwater 
applications. LATICRETE 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed was selected for 
its superior working and physical properties compared to site-mixed 
levelling mortars.

For water features, LATICRETE Hydro Ban is Reed’s waterproofing 
membrane of choice. He chooses this single-component, self-curing 
liquid rubber polymer because it forms a flexible, seamless waterproofing 
membrane and bonds directly to a wide variety of substrates.

“The Lapis Azul [lazuli] was stone material, not a translucent glass 
tile. As a result, there was not the need to illuminate the glass by using 
white thin-set beneath it. That’s why we opted for LATICRETE 254 
Platinum in grey rather than white,” Reed said.

The surrounding deck area was clad with natural travertine tile. 
Solid quarter-inch plates of stainless steel were mounted around the 
deck’s periphery to support the coping detail for the Lautner Edge. From 
there, 2.5″ thick travertine coping was adhered to these plates using 
LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive, which not only offers a strong bond but also 
prevents curling on moisture-sensitive stone material. Additionally, it 
doesn’t stain lighter-coloured stones such as travertine.

For all projects, Reed and his team are in contact with LATICRETE’s 
technical department whenever necessary. The department is guided 
by Arthur Mintie, LATICRETE director of technical services.

“LATICRETE supports us at all times. It’s good to know we always have 
direct access to top professionals such as Art and his staff,” said Reed.

 “We specialise in luxury tile installations for swimming pools, spas 
and other water features. Working with designers, architects and owners 
who appreciate and focus on quality and detail, our goal is always to 
satisfy our clients and walk away from each and every project knowing 
that we were an integral part of creating a thing of beauty that will last 
a lifetime.

“To accomplish this, we depend on LATICRETE products. We know 
they are easy to install, we know they are long lasting and we know 
that whatever support we need will always be immediately available.”

LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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1800 80 60 60 
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

OUTDOOR 
CHANNEL AND 
GRATE
Creative Drain Solutions’ 

Versatile Outdoor Channel 

and Grate is designed for 

outdoor applications, where only the grate is visible between the 

surrounding pavers, tiles or stone.

Manufactured in Australia from 316 marine-grade stainless steel, 

the channel and grate is suitable for pool surrounds, courtyards 

and alfresco dining areas. It is pedestrian traffic rated.

After manufacturing, the channels are put through a passivated 

chemical process that cleans and treats all welds, and the grates 

are electropolished to prevent tea-staining.

At 60, 82 and 104 mm wide, the channel and grate are available 

in a combination of modular lengths (1000, 1500, 2000 and 3000 

mm) and depths (25, 40 and 100 mm). The channel and grate is 

fabricated without flashings for easy installation in paved, stone 

or tiled areas where waterproofing is not critical.

The channels and grates can be butted together and easily 

joined on-site to create longer lengths. Dropper plate outlets are 

available in 50, 75, 90 and 1000 mm sizes. Custom square corner 

plate droppers are available.

Custom lengths and widths greater than the above sizes are 

available and the product can be manufactured for specific ap-

plications, including custom-made curved sections.

Creative Drain Solutions

www.creativedrainsolutions.com.au

POOL AND SPA HEAT PUMP
Accent has added the HWP7SB to its SB pool and spa heat 

pump range.

Developed in Rheem’s Psychometric Test Laboratory and 

designed for Australian conditions, the heat pump is capable 

of heating water to 38°C even in cold locations, with testing 

proven as low as 2°C.

In warmer locations, the heat pump has a COP of 5.8 at 27°C.

The heat pump is constructed with a marine-grade aluminium 

case, high-efficiency Copeland scroll compressor, anti-corrosion 

coil treatment, spiralled tita-

nium heat exchanger, safety 

thermostat and an efficient 

DC fan.

As a ‘plug-and-play’ design, 

the heat pump is suitable for 

dedicated 10 A outlets.

Rheem Australia

www.rheem.com.au

http://heliocol.com.au
http://www.cordellprojects.com.au
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No excuse for not 
being qualified
Spiros Dassakis

A strong economy is the basis of a strong industry. To build 
a strong economy, industry stakeholders and government 
must work together to drive productivity growth and increase 
workforce participation.
One of the major challenges facing the swimming pool 
and spa industry over the next decade and beyond will be 
the strategic management and upskilling of its workforce.
Skill shortages and a rapidly ageing workforce, combined with 
a patchwork of qualifications and licensing requirements in 
each jurisdiction, make it difficult to attract new entrants.
Grooming new entrants and having a workforce that is 
skilled, accessible, motivated and well positioned will be 
a key differentiator of our industry’s performance and 
economic success.
Qualifications versus experience is a topic that always 
sparks debate. I am the first to acknowledge that they are 
important for different reasons; however, irrespective of your 
views on this, if an industry does not support qualifications 
or establish a process in which skills can be taught to new 
entrants, then what does our future look like for those who 
come after us?
While the industry has come a long way in promoting career 
pathways from within, we have to ask ourselves: have we 
done enough to make our industry attractive to new entrants?
Many licences in Australia, including for plumbers, elec-
tricians, security guards, real estate agents and aircraft 
maintenance engineers, are linked directly to the national 
standards in training packages.
Consistency amongst Australian regulators for pool and spa 
building and service sectors is non-existent, with a wide 
variation in licensing pathways and the manner in which 
they grade or classify licence classes.
If a real estate agent requires a qualification and a licence 
to simply sell a home, then shouldn’t a pool and spa builder 
or technician be required to undertake formal training if 
they are constructing or servicing a swimming pool in the 
same home? If not, why not?
Just because there may not be a need for licensing in some 
jurisdictions is no excuse not to be qualified!
Improving job skills - whether by learning a profession or 
trade, continuing education or on-the-job training - helps our 
industry face the challenges present in an ever-competitive 
marketplace.

Continually promoting the swim-
ming pool and spa industry as 
having a qualified workforce 
gives us credibility in the eyes 
of consumers, regulators and 
government. Most of all, it pro-
vides each of us with a sense 
of accomplishment.

Comments welcome: 
spiros@spasa.org.au.Spiros Dassakis

http://www.waterco.com
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PRODUCT
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Pool and Spa Review  is FREE to qualified industry 
professionals in Australia.
To continue receiving your free copy you will be asked to register every three years.

QUICK REGISTRATION @ www.poolandspareview.com.au/subscribe

FREE SUBSCRIPTION
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LIGHTEN UP
Lighting systems add safety, beauty and functionality 

INDEPENDENT OR FRANCHISE?The benefits and drawbacks 

ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The S300i is a robotic 

pool cleaner from the 

Maytronics family of 

products. The cleaner 

works in tandem with 

the MyDolphin smart-

phone app that ena-

bles users to set up 

and control cleaning 

programs.

The app includes 

controls such as a 

weekly timer, cycle selector and operation delay, with a manual 

navigation option available. It also offers two remote control 

options: touch and tilt mode.

The cleaner learns the best way to navigate each pool, 

adapting to the pool shape and obstacles to increase cleaning 

performance and efficiency.

Suitable for pools up to 12 m in length, it has three cycle 

times: 1.5, 2 and 2.5 h. Its PowerStream mobility system with 

patent-pending multidirectional water flow offers good navigation 

on the pool floor, walls and waterline by ensuring a constant 

grip on all pool surfaces in any pool conditions.

The cleaner’s multilayer filter simultaneously separates and 

filters rough, fine and ultrafine dirt. The top-access filtration 

system makes emptying and washing easy, and its active 

brushing action scrubs away algae and bacteria.

It is lightweight, weighing 7.5 kg, and is supplied with a 

caddy for easy portability and storage. The fast clean-water 

release makes removing the cleaner from the pool easy.

The cleaner will be available to Australian dealers in July 2015.

Maytronics Australia

www.maytronics.com.au

PHOTOMETER 
WITH BLUETOOTH 
FUNCTIONALITY
The PM 630 photometer from 

The Tintometer Group intro-

duces data management and 

Bluetooth functionality to the 

PM 600 series of photometers.

With 34 precalibrated pool 

methods, the series has now 

been expanded to include wireless Bluetooth data transmission, 

enabling results to be quickly and easily transferred to smart-

phones and tablets.

The system is complemented by the free Lovibond app, 

AquaLX, which enables the immediate review, process and 

evaluation of measured results directly on-site. Data trends 

can be monitored with easy-to-view graphical displays with set 

minimum and maximum values. Any fluctuation to expected 

results is immediately visible and instant action can be taken.

The GPS-activated app also recognises and saves the exact 

location of the photometer. Additional personalised informa-

tion such as the name of the pool and the pool engineer can 

be recorded, providing a complete information record of the 

measurement.

Records can be transferred at the touch of a button by email 

either as a graphic or database record, simplifying the transfer, 

management and sharing of results with customers and colleagues.

The AquaLX app complements the PoolM8 Langelier Index 

app, which negates the need for complex calculations for bal-

anced water. By entering the results of the parameters (pH, total 

alkalinity, calcium hardness, total dissolved solids, temperature), 

the app automatically determines and displays the results, which 

can then be saved to create a history and shared via email.

Both Lovibond apps are available for Android and iOS and 

are free to download from the respective stores.

Tintometer GmbH

www.lovibond.com

http://www.poolandspareview.com.au/subscribe
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS CONFIRMED FOR SPASA NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Motivator and swim coach Laurie Lawrence and Australian Com-
missioner for Small Business Mark Brennan have been confirmed 
as keynote speakers for the inaugural SPASA Australia National 
Convention.

Lawrence will inspire conference attendees with his presentation, 
‘How to get the best out of your business’. The cycle of business 
is no different to the cycle of sport, Lawrence said: “Dream, Plan, 
Work, Persist and Refocus”.

LAURIE LAWRENCE
A top athlete in his own right, a former 
Australian rugby union representative and 
world champion swim coach, Lawrence 
aims to inspire delegates to success and 
help them move their organisations to 
the next level through sheer passion and 
commitment.

His experience as team motivator for the 
Australian Olympic Team at a number of Olympic Games and his 
personal credo of “Striving for Excellence” make his presentation 
a must-see at the convention.

The Commissioner for Small Business will deliver a presenta-
tion on the business environment for 2016 and beyond. As we 
all know, the pool and spa industry is affected by many external 
factors such as climate, the economy, currency, interest rates 

and consumer sentiment. Brennan will discuss these topics and 
will outline ways small business owners can lower costs and 
reduce red tape.

Brennan has a strong track record of achievement in the small 
business area throughout his extensive career. He served for seven 
years as the inaugural Victorian Small Business Commissioner 
(VSBC), the first such position in any jurisdiction in Australia. The 
VSBC model implemented by Brennan is widely regarded as best 
practice and other states have sought his guidance on appointing 
their own small business commissioners.

MARK BRENNAN
Brennan’s own small business, MA Bren-
nan and Associates, has provided advice 
to government on legislative reviews and 
policy issues. It also advised businesses 
and industry membership groups on gov-
ernment relations. He is highly respected 
across all levels of government and by the 
business community.

The 2015 SPASA Australia National Convention and Supplier 
Expo will be held on 24 and 25 August at the Sydney Showground, 
Sydney Olympic Park.

Further announcements about the event will be made on www.
poolandspareview.com.au.

MAJOR SPONSORS ANNOUNCED
Two major sponsors have been announced for the SPASA Australia National Convention and Supplier Expo and Awards of Excellence.

AstralPool is the major sponsor of the convention and expo, and Protector Aluminium is the major sponsor of the awards.
As the event’s major sponsors, the two companies will receive significant exposure before, during and after the National 

Convention and will join SPASA Australia’s media partners, Pool+Spa and Poolside magazines, as contributors to the event.
At the time of going to print, only two sponsorship opportunities remain:

•	Welcome drinks function sponsor
•	Convention refreshments sponsor

“There has been significant interest in these sponsorship opportunities so if your company is considering one of the packages, 
please make an enquiry early. Information regarding sponsorships and exhibition opportunities is available in the prospectus 
that has been issued to suppliers to the industry,” said SPASA Australia CEO Gary Nye.

For more information, contact Gary Nye on 0467 038 472 or email gary@spasa.com.au.

www.spasaconvention.org.au. 

2015 SPASA  
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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June 
What: LATICRETE Training Seminar 
Melbourne June
When: 3 to 5 June
Where: LATICRETE Warehouse 
Melbourne
Website: www.laticrete.com.au/Support/
Seminars/tabid/563/Default.aspx

What: SPASA Short Course on 
Maintenance
When: 3 to 5 June
Where: SPASA NSW/ACT offices
Website: www.spasa.org.au/pool-spa-
service-related-short-courses

What: SPASA Short Course on Safe 
Handling of Chemicals
When: 9 June
Where: SPASA NSW/ACT offices
Website: www.spasa.org.au/pool-spa-
service-related-short-courses

What: Annual ARI Conference and 
Trade Show
When: 15 to 16 June
Where: Crowne Plaza Hunter Valley
Website: www.aquaticinstitute.com.
au/51st-annual-conference-trade-show-
15-16-june-hunter-valley-save-date

What: Asian Attractions Expo 2015
When: 16 to 19 June
Where: Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre
Website: www.iaapa.org/expos/asian-
attractions-expo/home

August
What: LIWA Aquatics Annual State 
Conference 2015
When: 10 to 11 August
Where: Esplanade Hotel Fremantle
Website: www.liwaaquatics.org.au/
events/conference/13-liwa-aquatics-
annual-state-conference-2015.html

What: Amusement & Attraction Africa
When: 13 to15 August
Where: Johannesburg, South Africa
Website: www.attractionsafrica.net

What: Aquafutures International 
Conference 2015
When: 14 to 16 August
Where: Sea World Resort, Gold Coast
Website: www.aquafutures.com.au

What: SPASA Australia National 
Convention and Supplier Expo
When: 24 to 25 August
Where: Sydney Showground
Website: www.spasaconvention.org.au 

October
What: 2015 World Aquatic Health 
Conference
When: 7 to 9 October
Where: Scottsdale Plaza Resort, Arizona
Website: www.thewahc.org

What: Piscina & Wellness Barcelona 
2015
When: 13 to 16 October
Where: Fira Gran Via Exhibition Centre, 
Spain
Website: www.salonpiscina.com

What: LIWA Aquatics South West 
Seminar 2015
When: 21 October
Where: Albany Leisure Centre
Website: www.liwaaquatics.org.au/
events/conference/14-2015-regional-
seminar-albany.html

What: aquanale 2015
When: 27 to 30 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.aquanale.de

Coming Events
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Depend on Davey

The new and improved,
super quiet, water cooled
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Trusted Davey reliability, day in, day out.

The new and improved Davey Silensor® range offers super quiet 
operation with its unique water-cooled technology, capturing motor 
noise and vibration. It comes with: 

- Dry run protection 
- Rust-proof casing 
- Large 4.5 litre leaf basket  
- Heavy duty motor impeller 
- Motor shell protection with new ARMOURSPRAY® VC (Epoxy)  
- 316 Stainless steel pump shaft

Combined with Davey’s complete range of swimming pool and spa 
products, the whole bathing experience becomes pure enjoyment.

For more information visit davey.com.au or call 1300 232 839.

http://www.davey.com.au

